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A. ARCHITECTURE

A2 Palaces of Europe – R.Bentmann and H. Lickes
A3  From Baroque to Rococo – Nicolas Powell
A4  Buckingham Palace – A Short History
A5  Dublin – A Grand Tour – Jacqueline O’Brien and Desmond Guinness
A6  Great Irish Houses and Castles – Jacqueline O’Brien and Desmond Guinness
A7  A History of Architecture – Banister Fletcher
A8  Treasures of Britain – AA Guide 1968
A9  Architectural Antiques – Alan Robertson
A10 Lost Victorian Britain – Gavin Stamp
A11 The Architecture of the Italian Renaissance – Peter Murray
A12 Lutyens and The Edwardians – Jane Brown

A14 Kevin McCloud’s Grand Tour of Europe
A15 The Work of Christopher Wren – Geoffrey Beard
A16 The Georgian Group Journal 2013
A17 Charles Rennie Mackintosh – John McKean and Colin Baxter
A18 Steinhof Church, Vienna - Otto Wagner
A19 Georgian Group Journal 2014

B.  ARTISTS – Biography
B1  VINCENT VAN GOGH – Hans Bronkhorst
B2  SEURAT – John Russell
B3  LEONARDO DA VINCI – Kenneth Clark
B4  RENOIR – Peter Feist
B5  CHARDIN – Royal Academy
B6  SAMUEL PALMER – British Museum
B7  WILLIAM COLDSTREAM – Gowing and Sylvester
B8  MARCEL DYF – Frost and Reed
B9  MARGARET COLLIER – Duke and Bellers
B10 ROMAINE BROOKS – Whitney Chadwick
B11 WILLIAM MORRIS – Richard Tames
B12 PICASSO – John Russell

B14 CHAGALL – Souverbie
B15 LEN TABNER – Prendergast
B16 TOULOUSE-LAUTREC – Patrick ÓConnor

B18 BEN NICHOLSON – Ed.Chris Stephens
B19 CLAUDE LORRAIN – Helen Langdon
B20 SHEILA FELL – Chris Wadsworth
B21 CONSTABLE – John Sunderland
B22 MURILLO – Brooke & Cherry
B23 MONET – John House
B24 CANALETTO – Gregory Martin
B25 DAVID HOCKNEY – A Bigger Picture – Royal Academy of Arts
B26 HENRY MOORE  Prints and Portfolios
B27 HENRY MOORE Imaginary Landscapes – Henry Moore Foundation
B28  VAN GOGH – Pascal Bonafoux (in French)
B29  PAUL GAUGIN – Ingo Walther
B30  VAN GOGH's FLOWERS – Judith Bumpus
B31  VERONESE – Andrew Priever
B32  JOHN LLEWELYN JONES – Australiàs Forgotten Painter

B34  BARBARA HEPWORTH Sculpture Garden St. Ives – Phillips & Stephens
B35  KARIN JUNZEN – Carel Weight
B36  TURNER – Peter Ackroyd
B37  BREUGEL – Walter Gibson
B38  DELACROIX – G. Machioli
B39  G.F.WATTS Parables in Paint – Hilary Underwood
B40  SARGENT – Elizabeth Prettejohn
B41  TURNER 1775-1851 – Monnington & Reid
B42  TURNER ON TOUR – Inge Herold
B43  A LIFE OF VAN GOGH – David Sweetman
B44  DURER – Wilhelm Waetzoldt
B45  STUBBS – Basil Taylor
B46  CHAGALL'S WORLD Conversations with Andre Verdet
B47  A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF ARTISTS – Gowing
B48  BANKSY Wall and Piece
B49  ESSENTIAL CONSTABLE – Mandi Gomez
B50  LASZLO A Brush with Grandeur
B51  MICHELANGELO  Selected Poems ed. Christopher Ryan
B52   REMBRANDT The Late Works
B53    BERTHE MORISOT  Kathleen Adler and Tamar Garb
B54    JOHN MILLER  - «Leave Tomorrow Behind»
B55    CORNELIUS JOHNSON  - Karen Hearn

C. ARTISTS – Style
C1    EXPRESSIONIST PORTRAITS – Frank Whitford
C2    FIVE CENTURIES OF OLD MASTER PAINTINGS - Harari & Johns
C3    NORWICH SCHOOL LANDSCAPES

C5    FROM RUSSIA – FRENCH AND RUSSIAN PAINTINGS
C6    BLOOMSBURY WOMEN – Jan Marsh
C7    THE PURSUIT OF THE REAL British Figurative Painting – Tim Wilcox

C9    EARLY SEA PAINTERS – F.B.Cockett
C10   L’IMPRESSIONISME (in French) – F. Hazan

C12   PRE-RAPHAELITE WOMEN – Jan Marsh

C15   THE HOME OF THE SURREALISTS – Antony Penrose
C16   BRITISH IMPRESSIONISM – Kenneth McConkey
C17 LUCIAN FREUD PORTRAITS

C19 JAN VAN EYCK The Arnolfini Portrait – Jack Thomas

D. ARTISTS – Technique
D1 MONET – Trewin Copplestone
D2 TURNER – William Hardy
D3 RENOIR – Guy Jennings
D4 TECHNIQUES OF THE WORLD’S GREAT PAINTERS – W. Januszczak
D5 IMPRESSIONISM – Royal Academy of Arts
D6 IMPRESSIONISM ABROAD Boston and French Painting
D7 IMPRESSIONIST SEASONS – Helen Langdon
D8 THE SELF PORTRAIT – Sean Kelly and Edward Lucie Smith
D9 IMPRESSIONISTS IN THEIR GARDENS – Caroline Holmes
D10 THE SCHOOL OF LONDON – Alistair Hicks
D11 WOMEN IMPRESSIONISTS – Tamar Garb
D12 GREAT ENGRAVERS – Albrecht Durer

E. ART HISTORY AND MAJOR COLLECTIONS
E1 Art Treasures of the World
E2 TATE MODERN – The Handbook
E3 The WALLACE COLLECTION
E4  The QUEEN’S PICTURES – Oliver Miller
E5  MICHELANGELO and RAPHAEL in the Vatican
E6  The BARNES FOUNDATION – Great French Paintings
E7  Italian Paintings and Drawings – The Royal Collection
E8  MAURITSHUIS
E9  RIJKSMUSEUM, Amsterdam
E10 THE UFFIZI
E11 THE MEDICI – Paul Strathern
E12 MASTERPIECES from the POMPIDOU CENTRE, Paris
E13 THE PRADO
E14 THE STORY OF ART – E.H. Gombrich
E15 VATICAN
E16 Mirror of the World: A New History of Art – Julian Bell
E17 ENCYCLOPAEDIA of the RENAISSANCE
E18 THE SAINSBURY WING at the National Gallery

E20 THE TAJ MAHAL
E21 A WORLD HISTORY OF ART – Hugh Honour and John Fleming
E22 THE GLORY OF VENICE – Art in the Eighteenth Century
E23 THE FIRST EMPEROR – CHINA’S TERRACOTTA ARMY - British Museum
E24 THE STORY OF PAINTING – Sister Wendy Barrett
E25 THE ARTS OF CHINA – Michael Sullivan
E26 BRITISH ART IN THE 20th CENTURY – Royal Academy
F. EMBROIDERY AND CARPETS

F1 GLORIOUS INSPIRATION – Kaffe Fassett’s Needlepoint
F2 TRADITIONAL NEEDLEPOINT  Beth Russell
F3 DECORATIVE VICTORIAN NEEDLEWORK  Elizabeth Bradley
F4 TRIBAL RUGS  Brian McDonald
F5 MASTERPIECES of EMBROIDERY  Pamela Claburn
F6 DURHAM QUILTING  Amy Emms
F7 TREASURES from THE EMBROIDERER’S GUILD
F8 CREATIVE WALL HANGINGS AND PANELS  Audrey Babington
F9 ORIENTAL RUGS AND CARPETS  Philip Bamborough
F10 FABRIC of SOCIETY 1770-1870  Jane Tozer and Sarah Levitt
F11 COUNTRY CRAFTS  Jack Hill

G. CHINA AND PORCELAIN

G1 BRITISH CERAMIC MARKS  J.P. Cushion
G2 Country Life Pocket Book of CHINA  G. Bernard Hughes
G3 CERAMICS of the 20’s and 30’s  Frankie Leibe
G4 PORCELAIN in WORCESTER 1751-1951  Ray Jones
G5 MEISSEN PORCELAIN in Colour
G6 RARE CHINESE ART AND CERAMICS  Roger Keverne
G7 THE ARCANUM – The Invention of European Porcelain  Janet Gleeson
G8 BRITISH POTTERY & PORCELAIN  Geoffrey A. Godden
G9      FLIGHT & BARR WORCESTER PORCELAIN    Henry Sandon

H.  CHURCHES AND CATHEDRALS

H1  WESTMINSTER ABBEY and the PLANTAGENETS    Paul Binski

H4  ENGLISH PARISH CHURCHES    A Collins Guide ed. John Betjeman

H5  STONES OF WITNESS: Church Architecture and Function    C. Cunningham

H6  CHURCHES and CATHEDRALS of ENGLAND    Philip Clucas

H8  THE BOOK OF KELLS    Sir Edward Sullivan

H9  LINCOLN CATHEDRAL - A Journey from Past to Present

H10  ENGLAND’S THOUSAND BEST CHURCHES    Simon Jenkins

H11  BRASSES AND BRASS RUBBINGS    Clare Gittings

H12  A GUIDE TO STAINED GLASS IN ENGLAND    Painton Cowan

J.  HOUSES AND GARDENS

J2  WILLIAM MORRIS    N.M. Wells

J3  UPPARK RESTORED

J4  ANCESTRAL HOUSES    Mark Bence –Jones

J5  IN THE NOUVEAU STYLE    Malcolm Haslam
J7  A GUIDE TO ENGLISH COUNTRY HOUSES  Garry Hogg
J8  ARTHUR NEGUS ENJOYS COUNTRY HOUSES

J10  The WADDESDON Companion Guide

J12  HERTFORDSHIRE  A Shell Guide
J13  ENGLISH GARDENS in the 20th CENTURY  Tim Richardson
J14  Edith Wharton’s ITALIAN GARDENS  Vivian Russell
J15  ROYAL GARDENERS  Alan Titchmarsh

J17  CAPABILITY BROWN  Thomas Hinde
J18  TRADITIONAL ENGLISH GARDENS  Arabella Lennox-Boyd
J19  HOGLANDS Home of Henry and Irena Moore
J20  COUNTRY HOUSES of ENGLAND  Barbara & Rene Stoeltie
J22  ENGLISH HERITAGE from the AIR  Neil Burton
J23  HOW TO READ A COUNTRY HOUSE  Jeremy Musson
J24  CASTLES OF BRITAIN AND IRELAND  Plantagenet Somerset Fry

K.  GOLD, SILVER, JEWELLERY, GLASS
K1  ART of the MOSAIC
K2  THE HISTORY OF SILVER  Claude Blair
K3  A CONNOISSEUR’S GUIDE TO ANTIQUE SILVER  Ronald Pearsall
K5  TREASURES OF TODAY 1980-2008  Goldsmiths’ Hall

K8  THE SILVER TRUST 2004

K10  CONTEMPORARY SILVER  Rabinovitch/Clifford
K11  PETER CARL FABERGE  H.C. Bainbridge
K12  ROYAL FABERGE  Caroline de Guitot

K14  THE JEWELLERY of RENE LALIQUE  Vivienne Becker
K15  LALIQUE  Eric Knowles
K16  CONTEMPORARY GLASS  Jennifer Hawkins Opie
K17  ENGLISH DRINKING GLASSES  Ronald Gabriel

K20  A BEILBY ODYSSEY  James Rush
K21  ENGLISH & IRISH GLASS  Geoffrey Wills
K22  GLASS A Phaidon Guide  Felice Mehlman
K23  ENGRAVED GLASS from HOLLAND  Mallett, Sheppard & Cooper
K24  PAPERWEIGHTS  Pat Reilly
K25  THE QUEEN’S DIAMONDS  Hugh Roberts.
L. ROMAN AND GREEK ANTIQUITIES
L1 THE EMPEROR HADRIAN
L2 POMPEII  A Guide
L3 The Shadow of Vesuvius - POMPEII AD79

M. STYLES IN ART
M1 INTRODUCTION to the DECORATIVE ARTS 1890-1990
M2 BEHIND THE ACANTHUS – THE NADFAS STORY  Helen Clifford
M3 VICTORIAN FAIRY PAINTING  Jeremy Maas and others
M4 DYNASTIES – PAINTING IN ENGLAND 1530-1630
M5 THEORIA - Art and the Absence of Grace  Peter Fuller
M6 NATIONALISM & CLASSISM – 19TH CENTURY ENGLAND AND FRANCE
M7 THE SWAGGER PORTRAIT  Andrew Wilton
M8 MODELS OF DANCERS  Tom Merrifield
M9 THE SCALLOP  Studies of a Shell
M10 JAPAN STYLE  V&A 1980
M11 BRAZIL THROUGH ITS ARTISTS  Walmin Ayala
M12 GERMANY IN PHOTOGRAPHS  Rainer F. Stocke

N. BIOGRAPHY – Miscellaneous
N1 LIVED IN LONDON – THE BLUE PLAQUES & THE STORIES BEHIND THEM
N2 JOHN and ABIGAIL ADAMS  Judith St.George
N3 BUCKING THE TREND: EARL de la WARR  Alistair Fairly
N4 WITH LAWRENCE IN ARABIA Lowell Thomas
N5 EARLY STAGES John Gielgud
N6 THOMAS DOGGETT PICTURED Walter Leon
N7 THAT WOMAN - The Life of Wallis Simpson Anne Sebba
N8 LAURA ASHLEY – A Life in Design Anne Sebba

O. ART COLLECTIONS
O1 THE TREASURE HOUSES of BRITAIN – 500 YEARS OF COLLECTING
O2 THE BURRELL COLLECTION
O3 TREASURES of the NATIONAL TRUST
O4 MARKET and MARKET PLACES OF BRITAIN
O5 IN TRUST FOR THE NATION – PAINTINGS FROM NAT. TRUST HOUSES
O6 THE NATIONAL TRUST ATLAS

O9 RICHARD GREEN British Paintings 1880-1990
O10 LONDON TRANSPORT MUSEUM GUIDE
O11 BUCKINGHAM PALACE Souvenir Guide

O15 THE FIGURATIVE ARTS of WESTERN LIGURIA 19th & 20th CENTURIES
P. FURNITURE

P1 EXTRAORDINARY FURNITURE  David Linley

P2 THE ENGLISH COUNTRY CHAIR  Ivan Sparkes

R. MISCELLANEOUS

R1 THE COUNTY MAPS of OLD ENGLAND  Thomas Moule